
Your pathway to improvement

Activate the Power  
of Community With  
Cognia Membership
Your institution’s membership with Cognia™ provides 

access to a worldwide community of educators, 

volunteers, and staff members who learn, grow, and 

improve—together. Take advantage of the expertise 

and resources that align with your institution’s needs 

and improvement goals, and open the new Cognia 

Learning Community to your professional staff 

members.

Additional solutions can help you grow leaders, empower teachers, and improve student 
achievement. To learn more or to join, visit cognia.org/membership.

With Cognia membership, your team gets comprehensive services, research-
based standards, and an effective framework to support accreditation and 
improvement.

 • Validate the effectiveness of your school and achieve recognition by 
pursuing early learning or K–12 accreditation and STEM certification

 • Expand your team’s connections and learning with peers in your institution 
and around the world with free access to the Cognia Learning Community, 
a 24/7 online platform 

 • Sharpen your focus on your priorities for teacher and leader development, 
student achievement, and more with additional solutions such as MyVoice 
and Cognia Assessments

 • Get direct guidance from a Cognia expert in your region, an educator who’s 
walked in your shoes

You know best what goals your 

institution needs to achieve. 

Our role is to help you meet 

those goals, sharing our broad 

expertise in school improvement 

and providing powerful, aligned, 

and proven resources and 

processes to move you forward.

https://www.cognia.org/membership/
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FEATURES INCLUDED 

Cognia Improvement Platform  
A suite of tools and resources for collaboration and evidence-based decision making

eleot training course 
3 free registrations to gain eleot certification

Personalized support 
A local expert working with you to maximize the impact of your membership benefits and tailor solutions 
for your improvement priorities

NEW! Cognia Learning Community 
A 24/7 online platform, for your institution’s leaders and professional staff, to customize learning and 
connect with peers around the world

Accreditation and STEM certification 
Opportunity to earn internationally recognized designations of your institution’s excellence; includes 
readiness toolkit, resources, and support

U.S. $1,200

Outside U.S. $2,500

Early Learning $900

To join, visit cognia.org/apply. 

Collaborate and centralize
Membership brings your team the Cognia Improvement Platform—tools and resources that manage your data and enhance 
your efforts to increase student engagement and improve learning. 

Your dashboard includes:

Observations

The Effective Learning Environments Observation Tool® 
(eleot®) to focus on students and assess instructional impact

The new Teacher Observation Tool, to give teachers 
formative feedback to improve instructional practice 

Formative assessment resources to gauge student 
understanding and adjust instruction in real time

Surveys to get important input from students and other 
stakeholders 

Strategies and the inFocus guide, to stimulate both 
strategic and tactical thinking for sustainable improvement 

Diagnostics to self-identify areas of strength and need 
that drive school quality 

Workspace to collect and centralize evidence for team 
collaboration

Price per school

https://www.cognia.org/membership/application/

